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ATLANTA
Event Dates:
May 12 - 14, 2020

Location:
Georgia World Congress Center, Hall B
Atlanta, Georgia USA

Exhibitors:
150+ exhibitors expected
(500+ in total with Techtextil NA)

Visitors:
8,500+ visitors expected overall

Country Pavilions:
SEAMS “Supply Chain USA”,
Germany, Taiwan, China

Symposium:
The highly acclaimed Symposium gives attendees the opportunity to listen and learn from industry leaders and subject matter experts as they discuss some of the most pivotal advancements in research and technology and shed light on the current global economic state and its effects on the Sewn Products Industry.

The Studio:
New to the show floor, The Studio is a microfactory and product development planning area. The Studio will feature mini-sessions that cover subjects related to the microfactory model, how microfactories have delivered new economies of scale, the microfactory of the future, and much more!

Student Poster Program:
Featuring the latest scientific developments in technical textiles, nonwovens and sewn products design and manufacturing, The Program attracts students from across the globe who are involved in both undergraduate and graduate level research and textile innovation.
Symposium Sessions Include:

- Automation, Smart Machines & Robotics
- Working Towards a Sustainable Supply Chain
- The Connected Cutting Room
- Sewing Technologies
- Human Capital Supply Chain
- How Direct-to-Consumer is Transforming the Supply Chain
- The ROI of Technology for Environmentally Friendly Current State of the Market/Tariff Review

Advisory Council Members:

- Frank Henderson, Henderson Sewing
- Jimmy Summers, Elevate Textiles
- Michael Rabin, Morgan Tecnica
- Dan Berzack, Sewn Products Equipment Co.
- Laura McAndrews, The University of Georgia
- Shoshana Burgett, Colorkarma
- Justin Hershoran, Exenta
- Michael McDonald, SPESA
Sales Updates:

90 exhibiting companies currently

88% of the Texprocess Americas show floor is reserved

Exhibit sales are 14% ahead of the 2018 edition *(based on sqft contracted at this time)*

70% of SPESA Members have already reserved exhibit space

SPESA Members have already reserved 4,000+ more sqft than occupied in 2018
Event Dates:
May 12 - 14, 2020

Location:
Georgia World Congress Center, Hall B
Atlanta, Georgia USA

Exhibitors:
350+ exhibitors expected
(500+ in total with Texprocess Americas)

Visitors:
8,500+ visitors expected overall

Country Pavilions:
Germany, Belgium, UK, Italy, Taiwan, China

Symposium:
An all-star lineup of speakers from across the industry spectrum. These individuals bring awareness to new products, processes and developments within the sewn products and equipment industry.

Tech Talks:
Tech Talks will return to Techtextil North America 2020 featuring a lineup of mini-sessions and panel-style discussions highlighting groundbreaking technical advancements across industries.

Student Poster Program:
Featuring the latest scientific developments in technical textiles, nonwovens and sewn products design and manufacturing, The Program attracts students from across the globe who are involved in both undergraduate and graduate level research and textile innovation.

The Lab:
The Lab made its debut as a new show floor feature at Techtextil North America 2019 to standing room only crowds. With talks and demonstrations from experts in testing and quality management, topics included colorfastness, clothing comfort, e-Textiles, moisture testing, and more.
Sales Update:

172 exhibiting companies currently

76% of the Techtextil North America show floor is reserved

Exhibit sales are 34% ahead of the 2018 edition (based on sqft contracted at this time)
CONVERGING TECHNOLOGIES, IGNITING PROGRESS

Start planning today for the biggest and best event for the textile industry. Enjoy access to leading global companies showcasing advancements in technical textiles, nonwovens, sewn products, technology, equipment, and more – the one stop shop for your entire textile value chain!

ATLANTA            MAY 12 - 14, 2020
Texprocess & Techtextil

• 4 – 7 May 2021

• New hall situation with halls 8.0, 9.0, 9.1, 11.0, 11.1, 12.0 + 12.1

• Allowing both shows to grow further

• All Texprocess exhibitors will be located on the ground floor in halls 8.0 + 9.0

• Early-Bird ends 21 February 2020

• Registrations are not binding but you make sure that you are part of the initial planning process.